Abstract-In order to formalize and extend on previous ad-hoc analysis and synthesis methods a theoretical treatment using vector representations of directional modulation (DM) systems is introduced and used to achieve DM transmitter characteristics. An orthogonal vector approach is proposed which allows the artificial orthogonal noise concept derived from information theory to be brought to bear on DM analysis and synthesis. The orthogonal vector method is validated and discussed via bit error rate (BER) simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IRELESS technology in many applications is attractive mainly due to its low installation cost, inherent flexibility, and scalable nature. However, the lack of a physical boundary surrounding wireless transmission makes confidential information transmitted wirelessly vulnerable to interception. When the presence and location of illegitimate receivers are known to the transmitter, a classical way to prevent interception is to project radiation pattern nulls along the spatial directions where these receivers lie. However, in general, a priori knowledge about eavesdropper location is impractical since they are noncooperative nodes. A promising recent technology, directional modulation, (DM), can enhance wireless transmission security.
DM is a transmitter side technology that is capable of projecting digitally encoded information signals into a pre-specified spatial direction while simultaneously distorting the constellation formats of the same signals in all other directions. In [1] - [3] , DM structures, which rely on near field diffraction grating interference effects, were described. In these cases the design process is complicated due to the complex interactions in the near field and their spatial dependent transformation into the far field. An effort at DM synthesis was recently made by Daly, [4] - [6] . In [4] - [6] , DM architectures consisting of actively driven antenna arrays with reconfigurable phase shifters [4] , [7] , [8] or radiators [5] , [6] under the influence of optimization algorithms, were used for DM synthesis.
A physical layer secure communication architecture, which functions as a DM transmitter, was presented in a U.S. patent [9] in 2001. Here the orthogonality of Walsh waveforms was exploited to generate direction-sensitive pulse position modulation (PPM) signals. An extension of the approach was developed by utilizing the concept of antenna subset modulation (ASM) [10] , which, together with the spread-spectrum DM architecture [11] , falls into the category of time-modulated arrays [12] - [14] . In [15] , quadrature modulated I and Q data streams were separately encoded at the baseband, up-converted to radio frequency (RF) and then separately transmitted. These when combined in the far-field resulted in receive side IQ data demodulation occurring along a pre-specified spatial direction only.
Despite these works all attempts to date to construct DM transmitters have failed to overcome the various fundamental inherent weaknesses that were manifested in the approaches cited above. Namely, 1) the complex design process [1] - [3] , 2) nonstandard modulation formats in the required spatial direction [1] - [8] , 3) inability to spatially redirect the required secure communication direction [15] , and 4) the need for high-speed RF switches and/or high-precision RF phase shifters that can be switched at the signal modulation rate [1] - [14] . All of these factors currently hinder the development and the field use of the DM technique.
In this paper, the essence of the DM technique is reappraised. The structure and the main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) In Section II, a mathematical model for a 1-D antenna array in free space is presented. It is shown that by releasing a system parameter, namely the gain of the beam-forming network, the DM property can be acquired. 2) In Section III, vector representations of DM systems are introduced. Vector paths and constellation tracks are linked together. With the help of the properties of constellation tracks, the necessary and sufficient condition for achieving DM characteristics is developed. By imposing the vector path constraint during DM system optimization the problem of nonstandard modulation formats along the required secured communication direction is resolved. 3) In Section IV, in order to further enhance security level, the concept of orthogonal vectors is proposed. A DM strategy, termed hereafter as dynamic DM, is developed directly from the orthogonal vector concept. Nearly all existing DM systems can be labeled as static DM. 4) In Section V, the orthogonal vector concept is compared with the artificial noise concept studied by the information theory community. The first attempt to link DM systems and artificial noise concepts [16] did not elucidate some important aspects related to DM system design. We now articulate these in this paper. By analyzing the phased DM array in [4] from an artificial noise perspective, we show that previous DM structures are particular RF stage implementation manifestations of artificial noise or orthogonal vector concepts. 5) In Section VI, design procedures for static and dynamic DM transmitter arrays are summarized. 6) In Section VII, a suitable metric for assessing DM systems is discussed. 7) In Section VIII, in order to assess DM system performance obtained post synthesis via the vector approach, BER simulations are conducted under various system settings. It is shown that enhanced directional secrecy performa+nce is achieved at the price of transmitter power efficiency. Further, and for the first time, it is revealed that compared to static DM systems, dynamic DM systems have more consistent BER performance with respect to BER main beam-widths and sidelobe levels irrespective of detailed receiver functional properties. Unlike channel noise which is additive, we show that in dynamic DM systems the injected orthogonal vectors act as multiplicative interference which guarantees the secure communication even when the wireless channel is noise free. Also we show that in dynamic DM systems a secrecy performance tradeoff can be achieved by choosing appropriate "non-DM" beam steering arrays before orthogonal vector injections. 8) In Section IX, the contributions of this paper are summarized. Throughout this paper, the following notations will be used: lowercase with an arrow on top denotes a vector in -plane; boldface capital letter denotes a complex number, which can also be regarded as a vector in IQ space; boldface capital letter with an arrow on top denotes a vector, whose elements are complex numbers; , and designate transpose, complex conjugate and complex conjugate transpose (Hermitian), respectively; and represent modulus of a complex number and norm of a vector; Operator " " denotes the Hadamard product of two vectors.
II. 1-D CONVENTIONAL AND DM ARRAY CONFIGURATIONS
The superimposed electric field radiation from a series of radiating antenna elements at some distant observation point, is given as
where is the wavenumber vector along the spatial transmission direction, and and , respectively, represent the location vectors of the receiver and the th array element relative to the array phase center. For isotropic antenna patterns, i.e., , ( ), and uniform array element spacing of one half wavelength in a 1-D array, the electric far field component is determined as (2) is the spatial direction with boresight at 90 . The phase reference is chosen to be the array geometric center.
Generally, in a conventional transmitter prior to radiation by the array elements, information data is modulated digitally at baseband, up-converted, and then identically distributed to each antenna element via a beamforming network. Since the beamforming network is linear and usually is made adaptive at the channel fading rate, its complex gain for each can be regarded as a constant with regards to the modulation rate. Thus modulated far-field electric field is a scaled version (with a complex weights ) of modulated data at each direction, (3), where subscript " " refers to the th symbol transmitted. As a consequence the modulation format, namely the constellation patterns in IQ space, is preserved in all spatial directions:
In order to enhance security level, another degree of freedom can be introduced by varying , and hence , at the modulation rate during data transmission, denoted here as and , respectively. In a DM transmitter, is updated at the modulation rate as is . Hence, can be considered as the complex gain,
, of a baseband information data controlled beamforming network, into which an RF carrier , instead of the modulated data stream , is injected. can also be regarded as uniquely weighted th data fed into the th array element. This weighting is readily implemented at baseband prior to up-conversion if the digital DM architecture proposed in Fig. 1 were to be used. III. VECTOR REPRESENTATIONS FOR DM ARRAYS AND CONSTELLATION TRACKS Since there are different ways to implement a DM system [1] - [14] , we require a description technique which is architecture independent and which lends itself to both analysis and synthesis of any class of DM structure. In this section, we analyze the requirements that needs to satisfy for a DM transmitter regardless of the means of how it is generated.
The two key properties of a DM transmitter which we wish to establish are:
• preservation of the transmitted signal format (standard constellation pattern) along a pre-specified secure communication direction ; • distortion of constellation patterns along all other unsecured communication directions. From the signal processing perspective, in (2) can be regarded as a constellation point in IQ space, denoted as for the th symbol transmitted, (4)
For each symbol transmitted, the vector summation of has to yield the standard constellation point in IQ space along, and only along, the direction . In Fig. 2 , two example vector paths selected arbitrarily from the infinite options available are given by way of illustration. Note that these vector paths are different to the phasor diagram [17] , in which the excitation strategies are not involved.
From (4), by scanning the observation angle , the constellation track in IQ space, , of the th symbol can be obtained.
General properties of constellation tracks can be observed from (4), 1) For an array with odd number elements, constellation tracks are closed loci, in some extreme cases, these loci collapse to line segments, starting point ( ) always overlaps with end point ( ). For the case of even number elements, . When the array element spacing is changed, the start and end angle will be changed accordingly. 2) Changing the desired communication direction does not affect the shape of the constellation track pattern, it determines only where the tracks start ( ) and end ( ). 3) Different vector paths inevitably lead to different constellation tracks. This is guaranteed by the orthogonality property of for different within the spatial range 0 to 180 . 4) For the th symbol transmitted, if are the scaled with the same scaling factor for each , the constellation track is also the scaled with scaling factor . Properties 3) and 4) yield that constellation distortion at other directions can be guaranteed if vectors and are linearly independent. Here, the th and the th symbols in the data stream are different modulated symbols.
Taking QPSK modulation as an example, Fig. 3 (a) illustrates example linearly independent vector paths ( ) and the resulting constellation mappings, Fig. 3 (b), for each QPSK symbol when the DM communication direction is chosen to be 45 .
From the above discussions it can be shown that the DM property is achieved when (5) (6) where can take any arbitrary complex value and , correspond to different modulated symbols.
As a consequence, the requirements for can be obtained via (4) .
It needs to be pointed out that if the constraint of vector summation for reaching the standard constellation point at the prescribed direction, (5), is imposed during the DM system optimization (synthesis), one of the major drawbacks of the DM transmitter reported in earlier DM papers, namely not achieving the optimal constellation pattern along the secured direction, is automatically resolved.
IV. ORTHOGONAL VECTOR CONCEPT
In Section II, we pointed out that a DM transmitter can be constructed by varying, at the modulation rate, and hence during data transmission in order to release the direct dependence of on . Furthermore in Section III, the requirements for the released , hence the and , were investigated.
If along the DM communication direction each standard constellation point is reached by a fixed vector path, and these vector paths are independent to each other, then DM transmitter functionality will have been synthesized. Since the vector path to each unique constellation point is fixed, this results in a distorted, but static with respect to time, constellation pattern along other spatial directions, hereafter termed 'static DM'. The constellation patterns along all spatial directions can be predicted using the constellation track tool presented in the last section. Nearly all of the DM transmitters reported in the open literature, e.g., [1] - [9] and [15] , fall into the static DM category. In static DM systems the constellation patterns are distorted but fixed with respect to time, in all, except the prescribed DM direction, may give eavesdroppers advantage when attempting to recover information.
If the vector paths were randomly re-selected, on a per transmitted symbol basis in order to achieve the same constellation symbol in the desired direction, then the symbol transmitted at the different time slots in the data stream along spatial directions other than the prescribed direction would be scrambled randomly. Equivalently, extra vectors that are orthogonal to the conjugated channel vectors, see Section IV below, could be injected into the system. Here orthogonal vectors are defined as the difference vector between each two vector paths selected to achieve the same standard constellation point in IQ space. This we call the 'dynamic DM' strategy.
A 1-D five-element array with one half wavelength spacing is taken as an example below to explain the dynamic orthogonal vector approach.
The channel vector for this system operating in free space is
If the excitation signal vectors at the array input, , for the same symbol transmitted at the th and th time slots are chosen, for example, to be (8) and (9) the received vector paths in IQ space along the spatial direction are (10) and (11) The vector summations in , and ( , 2, 3, 4, 5) can be calculated as and , both reach in IQ space. The difference between these two excitation signal vectors is (12) which is orthogonal to the conjugated channel vector since . This is the orthogonal vector defined in this paper.
V. COMPARISONS BETWEEN ORTHOGONAL VECTOR
AND ARTIFICIAL NOISE CONCEPTS The dynamic DM transmitter, when viewed from an information theory aspect, is closely linked to the method of artificial orthogonal vector injection. In the information theory community, artificial orthogonal vector methods, called artificial orthogonal noise, have been developed in order to degrade an eavesdroppers wireless channel even when the physical eavesdropper channel is better than that of the legitimate receiver [18] - [21] . The basic idea, following [20] , is as follows:
Design the input signal vector to be (13) Choose to be , and update in the null space of at the information rate. is the channel vector at the desired spatial communication direction. is a complex number representing the information to be transmitted.
The received noiseless signal over the legitimate wireless channel is (14) from which information can be readily recovered. Although the received for different is the same, it is achieved by vector summation via different paths, which, as we discussed, endows the system with the ability to scramble constellation patterns along other unsecured channels.
The distorted constellation patterns in other channels can be mathematically verified as (15) is the eavesdropper's channel vector. Since is not orthogonal to , the term is nonzero, and obfuscates useful information .
Let us now analyze the QPSK DM architecture in [4] from this perspective.
Following (13), we design the input signal vector to be (16) Since in [4] there is no digital baseband information (signal), represents the voltage amplitude of the RF carrier at the excitation port of each antenna element. ( corresponds to each QPSK symbol) represents the information implemented at RF stage, and can be merged into and as (17) Choose (18) is similar to (7), but with items and replaced by . is actually the normalized progressive phase settings with a phase interval . in (17) can be updated in the null space of during the data stream transmission. With the analysis and synthesis method used in [4] for the same architecture we observe that in [4] :
• A standard QPSK constellation format cannot be consistently formed along a pre-specified communication direction. This is because the constraint in (5) was not imposed during optimization. Alternatively from the artificial orthogonal noise perspective, was not selected to be a constant for each unique QPSK symbol, or equivalently, was not constrained in the null space of .
• is fixed for each unique QPSK symbol. Consequently, this is a static DM transmitter.
• If the approach of updating at the information rate in the null space of had been adopted, a dynamic DM transmitter would be forthcoming: (19) • was restricted to be identical for each and ( for each QPSK symbol; for each array element), see (19) . This indicates that all the array elements have identical transmitted power. This is a consequence of the fact that only one RF chain is used in the analogue DM architecture in [4] .
• On the other hand, the artificial orthogonal noise vector method tries to seek the optimum power allocation in order to achieve the highest secrecy capacity [21] . However, the method does not attach any constraint on . This means that the excitation power at each antenna element can be different, meaning that multiple RF chains are required. This aspect is reflected in the architecture presented in Fig. 1 . When the magnitude of each array element excitation is not uniform, the orthogonal vector approach proposed in this paper and the artificial noise method are differently implemented. Consider now a standard 1-D five-element Binomial array whose main beam points to boresight (90 ). Assume a QPSK symbol "11,"
, is to be transmitted.
• From the orthogonal vector perspective, the channel vector , determined solely by the array physical geometry, is defined as (20) after channel path loss and phase delay are normalized. In order to receive a signal with unity amplitude, the excitations with Binomial amplitude distribution at the array input should be (21) The orthogonal vector is in the null space of . • When examined from the artificial noise perspective recalling (14), we obtain (22) is the channel vector used in artificial noise method. In order to receive a signal with unity amplitude, namely , the has to equal 1. Meanwhile the am-plitude square of the elements of has to follow the binomial distribution. Hence, (23) and (24) The artificial noise is in the null space of . and are identical, i.e., ; furthermore, the vector path overlaps . This tells us that while the physical system is the same the channel vectors used for orthogonal vector concept and artificial noise concept can be different. Since and are different, the null space associated with them, in which orthogonal vectors and artificial noise are updated, respectively, are different. It should be noted that even if the injected orthogonal vectors and artificial noise are different, the same overall behavior can still be obtained.
To summarize, either the orthogonal vector concept or the artificial noise concept can be utilized to synthesize DM arrays as they have equivalent behavior characteristics. However, by separating the excitation strategy from channel vector as used in the orthogonal vector concept we can better reflect the physical arrangement of the system. Furthermore, the excitation amplitude of each array element can be obtained in a straightforward manner by summing and the generated orthogonal vector.
VI. GENERALIZED DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR DM TRANSMITTER ARRAYS
Based on vector path and orthogonal vector concepts, design procedures for both static and dynamic DM array syntheses are now briefly described,
• Design a "non-DM" beam steering array. The impact of the choice of beamforming arrays will be discussed with resulting BER simulations presented in Section VIII. • For static DM transmitter arrays, the excitation strategy can be obtained by altering the vector path, obtained for the "non-DM" beam steering array, for each unique modulation symbol under the simultaneous constraint of (5) and (6) as discussed in Section III. Alternatively, it can be achieved by generating linear independent orthogonal vectors for each unique modulation symbol and combining them with the excitations designed in the last step. The array excitations obtained by the orthogonal vector method, as discussed in Section IV, will automatically satisfy (5). The vector paths or orthogonal vectors and system performance can thus be linked, and this mapping can be used for static DM transmitter array optimization against different system performance requirements.
• For dynamic DM transmitter arrays, the array excitation can be obtained by updating orthogonal vectors in the null Table I . (e) The vector paths and (f) the corresponding constellation tracks for each QPSK symbol in the static DM system. The far-field (g) power and (h) phase patterns of a dynamic DM array for 100 random QPSK symbols. (" ": for symbol "11"; " ": for symbol "01"; " ": for symbol "00"; " " for symbol "10").
space of at the symbol rate, then combining them with the excitation weights designed in the first step.
• After synthesis the DM system can be implemented using the digital architecture presented in Fig. 1 . In order to further elucidate the design details and several key parameters, the synthesis of a 1-D five element DM array with one half wavelength spacing modulated for QPSK is taken as an example for illustration. Gray coding is adopted in this paper, thus QPSK symbols "11," "01," "00," and "10" should lie in the first to the fourth quadrants in IQ space, respectively, along the direction preassigned for transmission.
In Fig. 4(a) and (b), the far-field power and phase patterns of a 1-D five-element array with uniform excitation magnitude and progressive excitation phase, called hereafter the "conventional array," for 45 main beam pointing are shown. The identical magnitude and 90 spaced phase for each QPSK symbol indicate a well preserved QPSK constellation pattern, i.e., central-symmetric square, in all spatial directions.
Before synthesizing DM arrays from this conventional beam steering array, two parameters, which are crucial to system performance, need to be discussed. One is the length of each excitation vector. From a practical implementation perspective, the square of the excitation vector should fall into the linear range of each PA located within each RF path, e.g., in Fig. 1 . The other is the extra power injected into the "non-DM" array designed in step one. To describe this extra power we now define the DM power efficiency ( ) to be (25) where is, for static DM, the number of modulation states, e.g., 4 for QPSK, or, for dynamic DM, the symbol number in a data stream. and are the th array element excitation for the th symbol obtained in step one for the non-DM array and in step two or three for the DM array, respectively. In noiseless free space, their modulus equal to the normalized modulus of corresponding and from the receiver side perspective. Generally, the larger the allowable range of the excitation vector lengths and the lower is, the better the DM system performance that can be achieved. The impact that has will be illustrated through the BER simulation results presented in Section VIII.
In this paper, we adopt the method of generating a fixed set of orthogonal vectors for each unique QPSK symbol for static DM array synthesis, since this facilities the control of . Denote ( ) to be the orthonormal basis in the null space of the normalized , then the orthogonal vectors can be designed as . is a random variable. For the th QPSK symbol (26) and (27) With these relationships we can scale the orthogonal vector in the design process to guarantee a predefined to be achieved exactly. Fig. 4 (c) and (d) depicts the far-field power and phase patterns of a static DM transmitter array designed based on the conventional array whose results were given in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . The vector paths of this static DM system for four QPSK symbols, which are obtained from the generated orthogonal vectors given Table I , was set to 50%, and the corresponding constellation tracks are shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f) . It can be seen that the vectors in Table I are orthogonal to the conjugated (45 ) in (7) .
For dynamic DM transmitter arrays the far-field power and phase patterns for designed based on the conventional array in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) are presented in Fig. 4 (g) and (h). The number of transmitted symbols is set to 100. It can be observed from these patterns that the standard QPSK constellation pattern is optimally formed only along the secured communication direction, i.e., 45 in this example, while signal format is scrambled in all other directions.
VII. METRICS FOR ASSESSING A DM SYSTEM
In order to further discuss the DM transmitter synthesis method and evaluate the system performance, a suitable metric for assessing a DM system needs to be investigated.
In [1] and [2] the authors chose "error rate" as the figure of merit. However, the magnitude and phase reference of the detected constellation pattern were not defined. Furthermore channel noise and coding strategy were not considered. These omissions make the "error rate" of a DM system difficult to systematical assess.
In [4] - [8] , [15] a closed form bit-error-rate (BER) equation for QPSK modulation based on "minimum Euclidean distance decoding" was adopted. However, since BER as a performance metric is defined to a large extent by receiver functionality specifics some further discussion is needed. First, we point out that the '1/2' before the function, repeated here as (28), was erroneously added in previous works [24] ; Secondly we comment that with the extra capability of constellation pattern manipulation possessed by a DM transmitter a symbol pair with minimum distance can be a non-Gray-code pair (28) Another key aspect preventing the closed form BER equation from being adopted is that distorted noiseless constellation points along unsecured directions can be randomly updated in a dynamic DM system, which makes definitions used for static DM, inapplicable.
Consequently, we consider the BER obtained by transmitting a data stream of random symbols in an AWGN channel an appropriate metric for assessing DM systems. Since BER is also receiver functionality dependent two types of receivers are assumed in this paper. The first is a standard receiver corresponding to the selected digital modulation scheme, e.g., for QPSK a standard receiver decodes received noisy symbols based on which quadrant the constellation points locate into. The second is a more advanced receiver that is able to detect the absolute magnitude and phase of each received symbol. The advanced receiver allows "minimum Euclidean distance decoding." In order to obtain magnitude and phase references a training symbol sequence is transmitted via the channel before the data stream. Calculating BER via the data stream approach makes Gray-code inspection for each symbol pair possible. This approach is also applicable for both static and dynamic DM systems.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to assess the DM systems synthesized via the methods presented in Section VI, BER performance under various system settings is obtained. BER simulations are conducted under the following prerequisites:
• QPSK modulation with Gray coding is used.
• A 1-D five isotropic antenna element array with one half wavelength spacing is assumed.
• Unless otherwise specified, a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 12 dB along the pre-specified secure communication direction, , is assumed, and the AWGN contribution is identical in all spatial directions. Note that 12 dB is chosen as it permits simulation run lengths of symbols to be used and allows BER down to to be calculated.
• A training sequence with random symbols is used. It is assumed that receivers can successfully recover the magnitude and phase references by averaging received signals for each unique symbol state. For standard QPSK receivers, the phase of the averaged received symbol "11" is set as the phase reference, e.g., if the phase of the average received symbol "11" in the training sequence is 60 , each received data symbol in the data stream will be rotated clockwise by (60 -45 ) in IQ space. Then the BER calculation can be carried out by inspecting which quadrant these rotated data symbols lie within. For the advanced QPSK receiver type, four QPSK symbol references are obtained by averaging received training signals. These references are utilized to judge which QPSK symbol the received data signals are then decoded based on the "minimum Euclidean distance" in IQ space.
• A data stream with random QPSK symbols is used for BER simulations. In Fig. 5 , BER spatial distributions detected by standard QPSK receivers in static DM systems for 45 secure communication are presented. For consistency the orthogonal vectors in Table I are used but with different scaling factors in order to satisfy different requirements. As expected a narrower low BER transmission beam is obtained at the price of lower power efficiency. The BER performance along unsecured directions is largely at approximately the same level as that of a conventional non-DM system, which itself can be considered as a special case of the DM system with a of 100%. It is noted that the BER along the secured direction, 45 , is well Table I The BER performance of the same static DM systems with the standard QPSK receiver replaced by the advanced version is depicted in Fig. 6 . Generally, it can be seen that, even though a performance advantage is maintained, the more sophisticated the receiver the less the DM performance advantage becomes with regards to BER main beam-widths and sidelobe levels. In Fig. 6 , another interesting trend can be observed, i.e., low leads only to a slightly narrower BER beam accompanied with a shift in the BER main beam pointing direction and lower averaged BER along other undesired directions. This occurs mainly because larger received power can compensate the adverse impact of distorted constellation patterns on BER under the premise of advanced receiver recovery.
The above performance limitation associated with advanced QPSK receiver detection applied to a static DM system can be resolved through by the adoption of dynamic DM transmitter arrays. To show this the BER spatial distributions for dynamic DM systems with different s for 45 then 90 communications directions are illustrated in Fig. 7 . In these cases due to dynamic reallocation of vector sets at each symbol the injected orthogonal vectors can be set to have zero-mean. Therefore the four symbol references as recovered from training sequences by advanced QPSK receivers approximately form a standard QPSK constellation pattern. Consequently, both basic and advanced receiver types behave equivalently. Compared with static DM, where performance relies largely on the choice of static orthogonal vector sets, dynamic DM provides more consistent performance and is insensitive to receiver functionality. Furthermore, BER sidelobes are better suppressed in dynamic DM systems. Similar to traditional non-DM beam steering arrays, the information beam segment for BER in a dynamic DM array widens when the communications direction is further away from boresight (90 ), see Fig. 8 .
In a non-DM system, when the channel noise is quite small compared with signal power, there is a chance for eavesdroppers located along sidelobe directions to recover the information data. This high SNR condition can be created by moving eavesdropper receivers closer to the transmitter. In the extreme case, when channel is noise free, equivalent to infinite SNR, the signal can be received and decoded with no error along any spatial directions except in power null directions. However, this general broadcast nature can be eliminated by adopting dynamic DM transmitters. To show the superiority that dynamic DM systems possess under high SNR scenarios the BER spatial distributions in dynamic DM systems over a noiseless channel with different s for 90 communications are depicted in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the BER sidelobes can be effectively suppressed in dynamic DM systems even though wireless channel is noise free. This is because unlike the additive channel noise, the injected orthogonal vectors act as multiplicative interference. If there is no demanding requirement on main BER beam-widths then the power efficiency of the system can be maintained at a high level.
If we want to further suppress BER sidelobes while maintaining the same total radiated power a secrecy performance tradeoff between main BER beam-widths and sidelobe levels can be achieved by choosing appropriate non-DM beam steering arrays prior to orthogonal vector injections, e.g., Binomial arrays for lowest sidelobes, Dolph-Chebyschev arrays for controllable and equal sidelobes [23] , etc., [24] . In Fig. 10 BER distributions for dynamic DM systems designed based on the conventional array, Dolph-Chebyschev arrays with 18 dB and 25 dB sidelobes for 90 communication are illustrated. For fair comparison, the s are set to be 93% for the conventional DM array, 94% and 96% for the Dolph-Chebyschev DM arrays with 18 dB and 25 dB sidelobes. These choices for s lead to an identical total power radiated by each dynamic DM array type. It can be observed from Fig. 10 that rather than increasing the power of the injected orthogonal vectors we have an alternative means to suppress BER sidelobes in extremely high SNR scenarios.
IX. CONCLUSION
A vector approach allowing analysis and synthesis of DM transmitter arrays was proposed. Using the orthogonal vector concept DM systems can be classified into two categories, static and dynamic. The synthesis methods for both DM system types were presented and verified by BER simulations. Dynamic DM systems where shown to outperform static types and readily lend themselves to digital DM architecture implementation. Experimental verification of the approach suggested here using digital DM architectures will be the subject of later work. The vector synthesis approach introduced in this paper could unlock better DM system solutions ultimately leading to their practical use in applications where enhanced security through physical layer augmentation would add operational benefit. ACKNOWLEDGMENT Y. Ding thanks Mrs. Y. He for useful discussions. The authors also would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions.
